[1] The Mars Exploration Rover Panoramic Camera (MER/Pancam) instruments have acquired more than 60,000 high-resolution, multispectral, stereoscopic images of soil, rocks, and sky at the Gusev crater and Meridiani Planum landing sites since January 2004. These images, combined with other MER data sets, have enabled new discoveries about the composition, mineralogy, and geologic/geochemical evolution of both sites. One key to the success of Pancam in contributing to the overall success of MER has been the development of a calibration pipeline that can quickly remove instrumental artifacts and generate both absolute radiance and relative reflectance images with high accuracy and precision in order to influence tactical rover driving and in situ sampling decisions. This paper describes in detail the methods, assumptions, and models/algorithms in the calibration pipeline developed for Pancam images, based on new measurements and refinements performed primarily from flight data acquired on Mars. Major calibration steps include modeling and removal of detector bias signal, active and readout region dark current, electronic ''shutter smear,'' and pixel-to-pixel responsivity (flatfield) variations. Pancam images are calibrated to radiance (W/m 2 /nm/sr) using refined preflight-derived calibration coefficients, or radiance factor (I/F) using near-in-time measurements of the Pancam calibration target and a model of aeolian dust deposition on the target as a function of time. We are able to verify that the absolute radiance calibration of most Pancam images is accurate to within about 10% or less and that the filter-to-filter and pixel-to-pixel precision of the calibrated relative reflectance data (both based on measurements of the Pancam calibration target) are typically about 3% and 1% or less, respectively. Examples are also presented of scientific applications made possible by the high fidelity of the calibrated Pancam data. These include 11-color visible to near-IR spectral analysis, calculation of ''true color'' and chromaticity values, and generation of ''super resolution'' image data products. This work represents a follow-on and enhancement to the Pancam preflight calibration process described by Bell et al. (2003) .
Introduction
[2] The two Panoramic Camera (Pancam) instruments on the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) missions conducted by the rovers Spirit and Opportunity have acquired many tens of thousands of high-resolution, stereo, multispectral images of rocks, soil, and sky from both landing sites. The primary scientific goals of the Pancam contribution to the Athena Science Team investigation on MER [Squyres et al., 2003] are to characterize the geology, geologic context, and atmospheric, photometric, and multispectral properties of each landing site and to help to provide constraints on the composition, mineralogy, and physical properties of the sites based on these and other MER data sets [Bell et al., 2003] . Pancam objectives also involve a number of important mission support activities, such as Sun-finding, atmospheric opacity monitoring, and characterization of potential rover drive targets. Successfully achieving these goals requires a high degree of accuracy and precision in the calibration of Pancam images. A calibration was derived for Pancam images based on extensive preflight laboratory measurements made using the Pancam instruments both before and after they were integrated with the rest of the rover systems [Bell et al., 2003] . During flight operations on Mars, we acquired additional ''in flight'' calibration data that have allowed us to augment, extend, and enhance the quality of calibrated Pancam images. This paper describes the methods and results related to these in-flight Pancam calibration activities, and along with the work by Bell et al. [2003] provides the instrumental and data set information needed by researchers interested in performing quantitative multispectral, radiometric, or photometric studies using the raw or calibrated Pancam imaging data that are archived and distributed through the NASA Planetary Data System (PDS).
[3] There is a left and a right Pancam on each rover, and the cameras return images up to 1024 Â 1024 pixels in size using a frame transfer Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) detector. Each camera uses a small 8-position filter wheel to obtain multispectral images. Thirteen narrow band ''geology'' filters can be used to acquire images in 11 distinct effective wavelengths (l eff ) ranging from 432 to 1009 nm with bandpasses from 16 to 38 nm. One empty filter position on the left Pancams can be used to provide broadband (L1 filter, l eff = 739 ± 338 nm) ''bolometric'' information from the scene, and each camera also has a narrowband plus neutral density filter that can be used to acquire blue or red wavelength images of the Sun (calibration of data from the Pancam solar filters is discussed in detail by M. T. Lemmon et al. (MER optical depth calibration and history, manuscript in preparation, 2005)) or to block the input light for dark current calibration imaging. Each rover also carries a small Pancam calibration target, consisting of a number of well-characterized color and gray scale regions that can be imaged by the Pancams to derive an accurate relative reflectance calibration for scenes of interest. Many more details on the design, assembly, testing, and preflight calibration of the Pancam instruments are presented by Bell et al. [2003] .
[4] This paper provides a detailed description of the data sets and methods used for the in-flight instrumental and radiometric calibration of the Pancams, and provides some examples of data products and analyses which are enabled by the combined preflight and in-flight calibration campaigns and algorithms which we have implemented. Section 2 provides a detailed description of the in-flight Pancam calibration pipeline, which includes 8-bit to 12-bit resampling, modeling and removal of detector bias signal, active and readout region dark current, electronic ''shutter smear,'' and pixel-to-pixel responsivity (flatfield) variations, and characterization and correction of bad pixels not corrected by the previous steps. This section also provides details on the absolute radiance calibration (which is based primarily on preflight measurements described by Bell et al. [2003] but which has been enhanced and validated by in-flight measurements), on the relative reflectance calibration using near-in-time measurements of the Pancam calibration target (including a detailed model for dust deposition with time on the target surfaces), and on the derivation of estimated bolometric albedo from the Pancam broadband L1 filter measurements. Where possible, estimates of the magnitude of the uncertainties introduced in the calibration for each of these steps are also addressed. Section 3 provides examples of some scientific applications that have been enabled by the high fidelity of the calibration that we have been able to achieve in the Pancam data set, including 11-wavelength multispectral analyses, derivation of ''true color'' and chromaticity information, and generation of ''super resolution'' images of a small number of geologically compelling targets. Section 4 provides a summary of the current state of Pancam image calibration and provides some details on possible future refinements. A number of extensive tables provide details about the calibration files and measurements performed in-flight on Mars. These, combined with several appendices containing additional details on data reduction, calibration, and PDS archived file formats, as well as the preflight geometric and radiometric calibration details provided by Bell et al. [2003] , should provide the information needed for researchers to understand the methods and limitations inherent in calibration of the Pancam images, as well as the data and algorithms required to reproduce or enhance the calibrations themselves.
Calibration Procedures
[5] Raw Pancam images are downlinked from Mars in packetized telemetry and converted to Experiment Data Records (EDRs) by engineers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, and archived on the World Wide Web by the NASA PDS (http://pdsimg.jpl.nasa.gov/ cgi-bin/MER/search?INSTRUMENT_HOST_NAME= MARS_EXPLORATION_ROVER). The raw Data Number (DN) values stored in the PDS archived images are directly proportional to the number of photons incident on each CCD pixel during the commanded integration time and at each filter's effective wavelength, modulated by a variety of correctable instrumental effects. The goal of calibration is to reconstruct the true observed scene radiance using a combination of preflight and in-flight test and calibration data to remove the instrument effects. This section describes how that process is performed, which results in the generation of Pancam ''Science Reduced Data Records'' (Science RDRs) that are archived and released to the community through the NASA PDS.
[6] Figure 1 provides a schematic illustration of the Pancam in-flight calibration pipeline. This process converts EDRs with raw DN values into calibrated RDRs in radiance units (W/m 2 /nm/sr) or relative reflectance units (using the Pancam calibration target as a standard). Each step of the pipeline is described in greater detail below. Where noted, some of the calibration steps are sometimes performed on board the rover by taking advantage of the significant data processing capabilities built into the MER flight software [Maki et al., 2003; Bell et al., 2003 ].
8-Bit to 12-Bit Resampling
[7] Raw Pancam data are originally sampled by the CCD electronics with 12 bits per pixel (0 -4095 DNs). However, it is usually desirable to scale the data down to a smaller number of bits per pixel so that Poisson noise is not encoded or downlinked in the telemetry. Approximately 73% of the raw Pancam images (corresponding to nearly 90% of the downlinked pixels) are scaled to 8 bits per pixel prior to downlink using one of several lookup tables (LUT) stored on board the rover. The shape of the LUTs used by Pancam is approximately a square-root function, with a 1-to-1 mapping for low DN values and a many-to-1 mapping for high DN values. Because Poisson noise in detectors like CCDs goes as the square root of the number of electrons detected, the square-root nature of the LUTs provides a way to decrease the number of bits downlinked without incurring a statistically significant loss of information (i.e., the noise is not quantized). In this first calibration step, if a 12 to 8 bit LUT was used to scale the data prior to downlink, we simply apply an inverse 8 to 12 bit LUT to restore the Pancam data to its original 12 bit (linearly proportional to radiance) format. Appendix A lists the inverse LUTs used for the Pancam instrument.
Bias Subtraction
[8] The horizontal serial register on the Pancam CCD contains an additional 32 pixels (16 ''prefix'' pixels to the left of the main CCD columns, and 16 ''suffix'' pixels to the right). These reference pixels are read out with each image row, and can be optionally saved to a file for downlink, if desired. When a reference pixel image containing these data is downlinked, it may be used to determine the rowdependent bias level for its associated image, so that the bias may be removed directly.
[9] For the initial in-flight calibration reported here, if the reference pixel file is not returned for a specific image, but reference pixel files were returned for the same camera for a different image in the same sequence, then the reference pixel data that is closest in time and in the same sequence as the image being calibrated is used to remove the bias. This is our usual operating procedure for the Pancams on Mars, and is justified by examination of the sometimes-large temperature fluctuations that can occur in the CCDs and electronics during typical daily operations (Figure 2 ). If a usable reference pixel image is not available for the entire sequence, a new temperature-dependent model similar to the preflight calibration bias model described by Bell et al. [2003] but modified using available in-flight reference pixel data is used to remove the bias.
[10] The new bias model is based on in-flight reference pixel images (known as ERPs, for Experiment data record Reference Pixel images) downlinked from both rovers as of 10 September 2004. ERP data exhibiting anomalies (from missing telemetry packets, cosmic ray hits, or decompression error artifacts) were excluded from the analysis. As in the preflight calibration bias model, only columns 4 through 16 of the ERP files are used in the modeling, as these have been observed to exhibit the most stable and reliable bias estimates. The bias for a given row in an image is calculated as the mean value of the reference pixels in columns 4 through 16 in the corresponding row of the ERP. Because the electronics video offset level will affect the bias level, all data are first normalized to a video-offset value of 4095 [Bell et al., 2003, equation (2) ] before fitting a model. The new model has the same functional form as the preflight calibration bias model. That is, where Bias 4095 is the ERP data normalized to a video offset value of 4095, and T is the temperature of the left Pancam electronics box as recorded in each ERP file. The data and model fits from each camera are shown in Figure 3 and the Table 1 .
[11] The bias level varies slightly as a function of row on each CCD because of temperature variations during the readout process [Bell et al., 2003] . During surface operations, we observed that the row-to-row offset of the bias value from the mean bias value over the image was not as smooth as during preflight calibration (Figure 4 ). The shape of this offset was similar to the curves we fit in our original model, but there is systematic and repeatable high-frequency structure in the data that cannot be modeled using a simple function. Therefore, instead of using an analytic function, we modeled the bias offset for each row by averaging the data from the flight ERP files to generate the empirical bias offset curves shown in Figure 4 . While the bias offset is very consistent over a wide range of temperatures, there is a slight change in the shape of the offset versus row curve that trends with temperature ( Figure 5 ). However, the magnitude of the variation is only about 0.1 DN over the operating range of the Pancam electronics, and so this effect has not been included in the current bias model.
[12] The bias level subtracted from each flight image, then, is the sum of the mean level defined by equation (1) and the row-by-row empirical offset values shown in Figure 4 . From Figure 3 , the 3s level of uncertainty associated with the bias model is <3 DN, or less than about 0.1 to 0.2% of the signal level at half full well. There is some additional uncertainty in this process for the right eye Pancams because all of the electronics temperature measurements come from the left Pancams only (limited space for running wires up and down the mast prevented us from activating the sensors on the right cameras' electronics). However, both cameras are in a similar thermomechanical environment and both are usually used together during Pancam imaging observations, and so we assume that their electronics temperatures are highly correlated and approximately equal. The assumption appears to be justified because we usually only observe a few percent or less difference between calibrated left and right camera data for images of the same scenes through the two filters that overlap (at 430 nm and 750 nm).
Dark Current Modeling and Removal
[13] Thermal noise induces electron liberation in most semiconductor detectors, producing a temperaturedependent ''dark current'' in the devices even in the absence of illumination. This dark current accumulates in both the active (imaging) and masked (frame transfer) regions of the Pancam CCDs, though the rate of accumulation is different in the two regions [Bell et al., 2003] . The temperature dependent models of the dark current in these two regions calculated during preflight characterization of the CCDs were modified for flight operations using dedicated dark current imaging measurements performed on Mars at a variety of temperatures (Tables 2 and 3) .
[14] The preflight models for dark current accumulation in the 4 flight Pancams [Bell et al., 2003 ] were developed by fitting exponential curves for each individual pixel, using data from dark frames taken at multiple temperatures during instrument and rover calibration tests. Because the preflight dark current models fit an exponential curve to each pixel individually based on a relatively small set of measurements, they were susceptible to the effects of noise and other artifacts in the data. For example, data values from pixels near the first read-out row of the masked region, which collect very little dark current, were so noisy that it was impossible to fit any meaningful exponential curve for them. As a result, the models for the maskedregion dark current for a majority of pixels in the first $50 rows adjacent to the read-out row had to be extrapolated.
[15] During preflight calibration, we noticed that the CCD temperature increased during the exposure. However, because we were not able to record temperature telemetry data automatically for each calibration image, our estimate of the actual CCD temperature had to be interpolated from more sparsely sampled temperature data recorded in our calibration log books. Thus we had to model the CCD warming effect by adjusting the estimated temperature on an imageper-image basis. During cruise and on Mars, accurate CCD temperatures are automatically recorded in telemetry for each image acquired.
[16] Dedicated bias and dark current imaging sequences acquired in flight (acquired by imaging the surface through the neutral density solar filters) allow us to derive new models for both masked-region and active region dark current. As described below, these models are based on determining the average dark current with respect to temperature in the central region of each CCD (a central region is chosen to avoid edge effects) and then calculating the deviation of each individual pixel from the average as a ratio (a sort of ''dark-current flat field'' image). The new Bell et al. [2003] . The red curve is the new in-flight bias model described by equation (1) and Table 1 . flight dark current model produces similar results in general to the preflight model, but is more robust in terms of modeling pixels near the read-out row as well as extrapolating dark current performance outside the bounds of the in-flight dark current data set and dealing with pixels whose behavior has evolved in flight since the preflight calibration.
Masked Area Dark Current Subtraction
[17] To derive our in-flight dark current model for the masked region of the CCD, we use a combination of warmtemperature zero-exposure duration images from preflight calibration and moderate to cold-temperature zero-exposure duration images from flight operations on Mars. Flight dark-current images used to model masked-region and active region dark current are listed in Tables 2 and 3 . Warmtemperature dark current images from preflight calibration used in the new model are listed in Tables 4 and 5. [18] To model the dark current data, we first subtract the bias using the reference pixel images acquired with each sequence, leaving only the signal due to dark current accumulation in the masked region (actually, plus dark current signal accumulated in the active area during the 5 msec frame transfer period, but this component of the dark current signal is insignificant compared to the masked area dark current signal accumulated during the $5 sec image readout). We then calculate the mean dark current in a central 256 Â 1024 pixel box for each image. Testing of various options for the size of this central box revealed the best performance when including all 1024 pixels along the readout axis of the CCD, which is perhaps not unexpected since the dark current can vary significantly along this dimension during the $5 sec readout time for the CCD masked region. We fit an exponential function to the mean dark-current values (weighting each value by an estimate of its uncertainty) in the following form:
as shown in Figure 6 , where dark_current box_mean is the total dark current DN accumulated over the $5 sec readout time of the masked region. The best-fit model coefficients are listed in Table 6 . As expected, images taken at higher temperatures yield much more dark current, and as a consequence, these images produced results with higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The deviation between the data and the model at very low temperatures (which is small in an absolute sense) is a result of noise in the measurement of the bias and the quantum nature of the analog-to-digital encoding of the detector voltage. We found (as expected) that the a 0 and a 1 coefficients were very close to the mean of the coefficient images that we had generated in the preflight model [Bell et al., 2003] .
[19] Because of the limitations in the pixel-by-pixel preflight dark current modeling noted above, we modified our modeling approach using a combination of preflight and in-flight dark measurements. First, a relative dark current value or ''dark-flat'' was derived for each column. These column dark-flats were derived exclusively from images taken at very warm temperatures during preflight calibration (Tables 4 and 5 ). Each column's dark-flat was found by dividing the dark current values in each column by the mean dark current value of that column. The shapes of these dark-flats were found to be consistent across temperature for all columns, as shown in Figure 7 . Therefore, by using only the warm temperature images, we were able to reduce any (possibly cumulative) effects due to low SNR or low DN value sampling. In the description below, the mean dark current value for column i will be referred to as cm (i) , the dark-flat for column i will be referred to as cf (i) (a 1 Â 1024 column vector), and cf (i, j) is the column flat value for a given pixel (i, j).
[20] We then normalized the array of cm (i) values in each image by dividing by the calculated mean from the central box described above. We will refer to this normalized array as the ''column mean dark-flat.'' Ideally, the column mean dark flats would be consistent across temperature, implying the same exponential coefficient for each pixel. We found this to be the case for most columns (especially those far from the edges of the detector), but we found that approaching the edges of the CCD, the column mean dark flat values tended to increase slightly with temperature. This is consistent with our preflight model in which the exponential coefficients for each pixel increase toward the edges [Bell et al., 2003, Figure 16 ]. In the description below, the column mean dark flat value for column i will be referred to as cmf (i) .
[21] We do not yet have sufficient flight data to accurately characterize the temperature dependence of cmf (i) and so we have chosen to model it as constant with temperature. In calculating the value of cmf (i) , data points are weighted by the DN value of the dark current. This gives a higher weighting to those data points with higher SNR, de-emphasizing the contribution of colder images where the dark current is a much smaller percentage of the overall signal. Plots of cmf (i) are shown in Figure 8 .
[22] One final step is needed for proper modeling of the masked region dark current during flight operations, to account for pixels in the masked region of the CCD that have changed their behavior or become ''hot'' since the start of the mission. There were no observed changes in dark current behavior during preflight calibration, but the different radiation environment during cruise and on the surface of Mars compared to the environment on Earth has apparently resulted in ''damage'' to a small number of pixels on the four flight Pancam CCDs.
[23] ''Hot'' pixels are those which accumulate charge at a much faster rate than average, and they have an interesting effect on the masked region dark current. Because of the way rows are clocked out during readout [Bell et al., 2003 ], a hot pixel in the masked region will affect every pixel in the same column that is upstream (away from the readout register) of it. Therefore, instead of a smooth column darkflat, a column with a hot pixel will have a discontinuity, as shown in Figure 9 . A small number of columns in each CCD have hot pixels in the masked region that are ''hot enough'' to cause a noticeable effect. Most of these can be seen in the initial flight dark images taken during the first 10 sols, but some have appeared later in the mission. Lists of hot pixels for each CCD as of February 2005, along with the magnitude of their associated offset and the mission time when they were first noted, are provided in Tables 7  and 8 .
[24] Because each image pixel clocks through the hot pixel for the same duration ($5 msec), the effect is the same as adding a constant to cf (i,j) for j greater than or equal to the row number of the hot pixel. The size of the constant can be easily calculated by choosing the constant that yields the best fit between the model and the flight data. We therefore must remove the effect of any hot pixels when calculating cmf (i) . This ''hot pixel correction'' adds one additional term to our model, and makes the hot pixel corrected column dark-flat (hcf (i, j) ) dependent upon the time when an image was taken. Thus
where cf (i,j) are the preflight-derived column flat values for each pixel (i,j), and hot_offset (i, j) (SCLK) are the hot pixel offset constants for pixel (i,j) listed in Tables 7 and 8 . The hot pixel offset constants will only be nonzero for pixels in the same column as a hot pixel, in a row equal to or upstream from that hot pixel, and only for images taken after the Spacecraft CLocK (SCLK) time for each rover that the hot pixel was first observed.
[25] Therefore the new model for the masked region dark current becomes
where T is the CCD temperature (estimated from equation (9) as described below), a 0 and a 1 are from equation (2), cmf (i) are calculated as described above and shown in Figure 8 , and hcf (i,j) is from equation (3).
Active Area Dark Current Subtraction
[26] Each dark current imaging sequence taken during the mission includes a long-exposure dark image immediately followed by a zero-exposure dark image. The zero exposure image is subtracted from the long-exposure, leaving signal due exclusively to dark current accumulated in the active region of the CCD. Dividing the accumulated active region dark current by the exposure duration gives us a dark current rate.
[27] As in the model for the masked region, in our new model for the active region dark current we use a central box in the image to determine the mean value for the dark current rate. For the active region of the CCD, we use a 256 Â 256 pixel central box to avoid edge effects like those noted above. We then normalize the image by dividing by the mean value in the central box to generate a ''dark current rate flat field'' for the active region of the CCD. We fit an errorweighted exponential to this mean active dark current rate of the form
where dark_current_rate box_mean is the dark current accumulation rate in the active region in DN per second of exposure duration. [28] In our preflight active area dark current model [Bell et al., 2003] , the CCD warming that occurred during the exposure was approximated by estimating an average temperature for the duration of the exposure, based on temperature trends that were observed and manually recorded during calibration. For multiimage sequences, only a single temperature (at the beginning of the sequence) was recorded. In either case, the recorded temperature could differ from the actual temperature by 5 -10°C or more if the CCD cooled between the time the temperature was recorded and the time the images were acquired. The presence of these uncertainties, analysis of CCD temperature variations seen during Microscopic Imager calibration [Herkenhoff et al., 2003] , and in-flight observations of the actual cooling and heating patterns of the Pancam CCD and electronics ( Figure 2 ) compelled us to develop a model for this effect.
[29] Under steady state laboratory background conditions (a constant ambient temperature of around 25°C, which is a factor of the environmental temperature as well as other factors such as conduction through support structures, radiant heat from nearby electronics, etc.), the maximum possible increase in CCD temperature was observed to be a constant regardless of the initial starting temperature of the CCD. To model this increase in temperature DT, we used the equation
where m is the maximum possible increase in temperature, t is the exposure duration and c is a time constant in seconds (the time it takes for the temperature to increase (1 À 1/e) or about 63% of the way from the current temperature to the maximum possible temperature). From temperature measurements taken carefully during long exposures, we found the time constant c to be about 70 seconds (Figure 10 ). If the temperature of the CCD at the start of the exposure is above the ambient temperature by an amount d, then the equation becomes Table 6 . and therefore the temperature at time t is
where T s is the temperature at the start of the exposure. This is slightly problematic, as it requires knowledge of the ambient temperature of the CCD and so may be difficult to know. To generate our model from the preflight calibration data [Bell et al., 2003] , we used only the first image from any given set of dark images for a given exposure duration, with the assumption that the initial CCD temperature was therefore close to the ambient temperature and that the CCD had had a chance to equilibrate since the previous sequence of images.
[30] For flight data, the calculation of the ambient temperature is more problematic. The dark images that we are using to create our model are the first and only images taken during special dark imaging sequences. Therefore we are working under the assumption that the CCD temperature returned with the image is the ''ambient'' temperature. We hope eventually to refine this estimate using temperature telemetry data recorded separately prior to the image acquisition to help us model the ''ambient'' temperature for a given image. The coefficients that we used for our flight data CCD temperature increase model in equation (7) are m = 3, t = 70, and d = 0, based on the average time constant derived from preflight data and the maximum DT of the data shown in Figure 10 . Therefore, modifying equation (8), we calculate T end , the expected temperature at the end of an exposure of duration E, as
We also use T end as the CCD temperature in the calculation of the masked-region dark current (equation (4)) because the time the image spends in the masked region occurs after the end of the integration time. Because the CCD temperature is changing over the course of the exposure and the dark current rate is expected to be exponential with temperature, it follows that the dark current rate is changing over the course of the exposure. Therefore we attempt to model an average rate of dark current accumulation, which when multiplied by the exposure duration, gives the total accumulated dark current.
[31] If we assume that the instantaneous dark current accumulation rate is described by equation (5), then based on our temperature model, over the duration of an exposure of duration E, the total dark current should amount to
and, thus
for which, unfortunately, we cannot compute an analytical solution. As a close approximation, however, we calculate the average temperature over the course of the exposure and use that directly.
[32] The average temperature can be estimated by integrating the temperature over the exposure duration and dividing by the exposure duration.
and thus
The total mean active area dark current can then be approximated as
[33] Performing a numerical integration to check the closeness of this approximation to the precise integral, we find that this approximation results in an error in total active area dark current of less than one part in a thousand for a 60 second exposure at 0°C, and even smaller error for shorter exposures or lower temperatures, both of which are more typical for actual in-flight images.
[34] Therefore, given approximations for T end and T avg , we can remove the masked region dark current and fit an exponential to the mean dark current accumulation rate in the central box of the active region. An example for the Opportunity left Pancam (S/N 115) is shown in Figure 11 . Notes: Col(umn) and Row are defined such that (0,0) is the pixel in the upper left corner of each image. Offset is the additive offset in DN resulting from the hot pixel at the given coordinates. SCLK is the Spacecraft ClocK counter time after which the pixel at those coordinates became ''hot.'' By MER convention, SCLK is the number of seconds since 1 January 2000 at 11:58:55 UTC.
The c 0 and c 1 coefficients for all four Pancams are listed in Table 6 . As in our preflight model, we ignore any saturated pixels and their immediate neighbors in the same column.
[35] The final step in the active region dark modeling is to generate a ''dark current rate flat image, '' F (i,j) , which is analogous to the masked region ''dark-flat'' image described above and which we expect to be constant over temperature. Unlike the masked region, however, we expect no column coherence for the dark current in the active region (column coherence in the masked region is due to the gradual transfer of charge from pixel to pixel within each column over the course of the $5 sec readout process). The value of F (i,j) for each pixel is determined by finding the weighted mean of the dark flat values of that pixel over the images used. That is,
where the numerator is simply the sum of all the pixel values in the set of images used, and the denominator is the sum of all of the central box mean values described above.
[36] For a given pixel, the data from a particular image will not be used if the pixel is saturated in that image, or if an adjacent pixel in the same column is saturated. Also, the data from that image will not be used if it is determined that a cosmic ray hit has affected the pixel value in that image. The effect of using the ''weighted mean'' of dark-rate-flat values is that the longer exposure, higher temperature images (that have higher DN values and consequently higher SNR) will have a higher weighting. An example F (i,j) image for the active region dark current is shown as a 3-D plot in Figure 12 . Thus the final equation for the calculation of the active region dark current for an exposure of duration E is
where T is temperature, c 0 and c 1 are from equation (5), and
is the dark-rate-flat value for the pixel at column i, row j calculated by equation (15) as described above.
[37] Because our model uses the same exponential coefficient c 1 for all pixels (based on the average pixel), it has the potential to produce significant errors for outlier pixels that have an exponential response that is much different from the average. In such cases, the dark-rate-flat value would not be constant over temperature, but instead would be an exponential (based on the assumption that the actual dark current for each pixel is a simple exponential function). In our preflight dark current modeling approach [Bell et al., Notes: Col(umn) and Row are defined such that (0,0) is the pixel in the upper left corner of each image. Offset is the additive offset in DN resulting from the hot pixel at the given coordinates. SCLK is the Spacecraft ClocK counter time after which the pixel at those coordinates became ''hot.'' By MER convention, SCLK is the number of seconds since 1 January 2000 at 11:58:55 UTC.
2003], we generated c 0 and c 1 coefficients for each pixel. That model revealed a Gaussian distribution of coefficient values around the mean of c 0 and c 1 . Based on that analysis, we can calculate the expected level of uncertainty in the new in-flight dark current model that uses the c 1 of the average pixel and assumes a dark-rate-flat value that is constant over temperature for each pixel. For CCD 115, for example, the 3s uncertainty at 10°C is 2.35%. This uncertainty is arrived at by assuming a pixel (i, j) for which the actual dark current accumulation rate is c 0 exp (c (5) and where s itself is taken from the preflight distribution of c 1 coefficients. The uncertainty is the percentage difference between the actual dark current rate that the assumed pixel has and the modeled rate using c 0 , c 1 and an F (i,j) of 1.0. The standard deviation of the c 1 coefficient, and hence the uncertainty in dark current calculation for the outlier pixels, varies significantly between CCDs and is summarized in Table 9 (based on measurements of coefficients of individual pixels from preflight calibration data). The most important result from this analysis is that even at the (rare) warmest CCD temperatures encountered in flight, the active region dark model coefficients have uncertainties at the 3s level usually less than 2 DN.
[38] Currently, all pixels in a given CCD are modeled using the same c 0 and c 1 coefficients and a dark-rate-flat value (F (i,j) ) that is constant over temperature. A future refinement of the Pancam dark current model will be to separately model the $1000 outlier pixels per CCD with c 1 coefficients >3s from the mean value and for which we can attain sufficient accuracy. This will allow us to better model the dark current in the outlier pixels while still maintaining most of the flexibility and simplicity of the fixed dark-rateflat model. However, the reason that we abandoned our original attempt to model the c 0 and c 1 coefficients individually for all pixels was the lack of sufficient preflight and in-flight data to make an accurate model. The data that we currently have is sufficient for improving the modeling of some of these outlier pixels. For others, the data are too noisy to improve upon the current model. To fully implement such a refinement of our new in-flight dark current model may require a dedicated and extensive dark current acquisition campaign, which may not be possible given limited resources for acquisition of this kind of calibration data on Mars. Fortunately, the current level of accuracy of the new model appears to be adequate to continue to meet the scientific and operational requirements defined for the Pancam investigation [Bell et al., 2003] .
Dark Current Variations During the Mission
[39] If the dark current is observed to change over time as the mission progresses, an adjustment can be applied to the new model by simply calculating new c 0 and c 1 coefficients for the central box using newly acquired data (equation (5)). If zero exposure images exist for several different temperatures, then the a 0 and a 1 masked region dark model parameters (equation (2)) may be similarly recalculated. It is also possible to modify the dark-flat field images based on new data, even if only a single new temperature has been sampled. However, in order to modify the dark-flat, it would be necessary to use multiple new images at multiple new temperatures which would result in a significantly higher SNR.
[40] While our analysis shows that the mean c 0 and c 1 coefficients appear to have remained stable during the mission so far ($sol 400 on both rovers), we have observed some sudden jumps in the dark-rate-flat values of individual pixels over time. These jumps appear to occur at specific points in time and may be related to the appearance of the new hot pixels discussed above. The extent of this effect should lead to a noticeable increase in the mean c 0 coefficient over time, but because we exclude values that are >3s from the mean, such changes are not large enough to influence our dark model calculations.
[41] These increases in dark current rate for individual pixels are assumed to be the result of radiation damage or some other aging effect in the electronics or detectors. We have measured the effect by counting the number of pixels that have shown a measurable dark current rate increase over the life of the instruments on Mars. The result is a Poisson-like distribution of slightly higher dark current accumulation rates with time as shown in Figure 13 . The increase factor is defined as the ratio of F (i ,j) postjump to
[42] The fact that these jumps are observed to occur at specific points in time has allowed us to model the pixels that have changed their dark-rate-flat value over the course of the mission. We have identified $4000 pixels in each camera that have undergone a jump in dark-rate-flat value that is above the noise threshold that we are able to detect. Measured jumps range from a factor of 1.05 to 321, with a median near a factor of 2. The detections are made by calculating the dark-rate-flat value for each pixel in each dedicated dark image. A pixel is determined to have jumped if the following two conditions are met: (1) all of the measured values prior to some point in time are less than all the measured values after that point in time and (2) the upper 1s dark-rate-flat value of the prejump measurements is less than the lower 1s dark-rate-flat value of postjump measurements. These pixels are stored in a table that indicates the SCLK times when the jump was detected and the new dark-rate-flat value for that pixel, which is used to adjust the dark-rate-flat image after the given mission time. By modifying F (i,j) to model the observed jumps in dark accumulation rate, we are assuming that these jumps are changes to the linear coefficient (c 0 ) in the dark current response of the pixel, but the aging events may also be affecting the exponential coefficient (c 1 ). We intend to search for this possibility, but as with c 1 -outlier pixels, all but very large changes to the c 1 coefficient will be difficult to detect without a more extensive in-flight dark current imaging campaign.
[43] During preflight calibration activities, we searched for but could not identify any evidence of noise or bias/dark current variations induced in the Pancam images by the The ordinate shows the number of pixels on each detector (out of 2 Â 10 6 total) that have increased their dark current rate by the multiplicative factor indicated on the abscissa. For example, on each rover, $1000 pixels (0.05% of the total) appear to have increased their dark current accumulation rate by a factor of two over the course of the missions so far. operation of other instruments/systems during imaging. As an additional test, we performed an experiment on Spirit sol 231 to see if operations by the Rock Abrasion Tool (RAT) would induce noise in Pancam images. We obtained two sets of dark current images, one during RAT operations and one immediately afterward. Analysis of these images revealed no evidence for coherent noise in the images obtained during the RAT grind, and if there is an increase in overall system noise or bias/dark current level, it is at or below the statistically significant detection level ( 0.1 DN).
''Shutter Smear'' Subtraction
[44] After the image integration phase is done, the charge in the CCD is rapidly ($5 msec) shifted from the active region of the CCD to the masked region of the CCD. Because there is no physical shutter to block out the light as the charge is shifted row by row under the mask, those rows that are still within the active region are still accumulating signal from the scene. The additional charge that is accumulated during this shifting process is called the ''shutter smear.'' Due to the confined space on the camera bar, the left Pancam is rotated 180°relative to the right Pancam. The downlinked EDRs, however, have already been rotated so that ''up'' in the image (higher row number) corresponds to ''gravitational up'' in the scene. As a result, shutter smear effects appear to be in opposite directions in the left and right images. We refer to the direction toward the serial readout register as ''down'' or ''downstream'' in CCD space. Each row accumulates some additional charge from each downstream row until it reaches the masked region, resulting in a linear ''ramp'' of additional scenedependent charge added to each image.
[45] An equivalent amount of charge is also accumulated during the flush prior to image integration as the CCD transfers charge in the opposite direction (upstream). Prior to integration, all the charge is transferred upstream and off the ''top'' of the CCD. As each row is shifted off the top, the bottom row has zeros shifted into it. As the zero-charge rows are shifted into the active region, though, they begin to accumulate charge. When the flush is done, all rows of the CCD have only the charge they have accumulated since they began shifting through the active region.
[46] A particular row will shift through exactly the same rows (and for the same amount of time) on its way upstream prior to integration as it shifts through downstream once integration is complete. Hence, if the illumination in the scene does not change over the duration of the exposure, the shutter smear component prior to integration as the buffer is flushed will be the same as the shutter smear component after the integration as the charge is transferred to the masked region. As a result, if correction for this effect is not performed by the onboard software, and the shutter smear needs to be calculated analytically, it is sufficient to perform the calculation for one of those transfers and simply double the result.
[47] In order to analytically remove the shutter smear for a given row, it is necessary to know the component of the signal that results from light from the scene for all of the downstream rows. As a result, analytical shutter smear removal can only be done on full-frame (either full resolution or down-sampled) images or subframed images that start at row 1 in CCD space. The algorithm we use to calculate the shutter smear for a given row is recursive and uses the following equations:
where signal is the observed DN values from the raw data files, smear is the shutter smear component of signal, and scene is the shutter smear corrected DN value. The shutter smear is calculated and removed on a row-by-row basis, starting at row n = 1 and progressing upstream through row n = 1024.
[48] Uncertainties in the analytical shutter smear removal algorithm can arise from cosmic ray hits, saturated pixels, imperfect removal of bias and dark current, brightness values in the scene changing over the duration of the exposure, or pixel averaging (downsampling). Cosmic ray hits can alter the DN value of one or more pixels in an unpredictable way. Saturation of one or more pixels will result in the ''true'' DN values of those pixels being an unknown amount higher than recorded in the image. Neighboring pixels in the same column could also be affected (and therefore their true values unknown) if there is blooming as a result of the saturation. In both of these cases, the value of scene for any pixels upstream of the affected pixels cannot be calculated precisely. These effects will typically be obvious but localized in problematic images. For example, the bright trail upstream of a saturated pixel is often not completely removed during analytic shutter smear correction because the effect of that pixel on the shutter smear has been underestimated. A cosmic-ray hit may leave a slight dark trail behind it in a calibrated image because the effect of that pixel on the shutter smear has been overestimated.
[49] Some of the sources of uncertainty associated with analytic shutter smear removal can affect the entire calibrated image. For example, there is uncertainty in the models for bias and dark current, and as a result, when those are subtracted out of the raw image, there will be an uncertainty in the resulting estimate of scene. The relative magnitude of this uncertainty will depend upon the temperature and exposure duration. For images taken at colder temperatures, the effect of dark current will be much smaller. As exposure time decreases, the relative value of masked-region dark current to scene will increase, whereas the relative value of active region dark current to scene should remain the same. As another example, for longer exposures near sunrise or sunset, it is possible that a brightening or darkening sky over the course of the exposure will cause the algorithm to overestimate or underestimate smear. However, our experience indicates that this is an extremely minor effect for such small monotonic variations of brightness expected over several seconds. In a few cases, such as for small rapidly varying Sun glints off metallic spacecraft surfaces, shutter smear artifacts cannot be properly removed using either this calibration approach or the onboard shutter smear removal method. Finally, the effect of pixel downsampling could introduce a small level of uncertainty in the analytic smear correction process because smear effects of groups of pixels are all averaged together. We have not been able to detect any calibration problems associated with this effect, however.
[50] Regardless of what effects are causing uncertainty in the correction, those effects will be magnified when calculating the correction for very short exposures, as the ratio of smear to signal becomes large. And of course, as exposure time increases, the ratio of smear to signal becomes increasingly small, to the point where onboard or analytic shutter smear correction is usually ignored for exposure times longer than about 700 msec in Pancam flight images. For both rovers, $60% of Pancam images undergo onboard ''automatic'' shutter smear correction and $30% more undergo the analytic shutter smear correction later as part of the in-flight calibration pipeline. The remaining 10% of the images are subframed scenes for which onboard shutter smear correction was not performed and for which an analytic correction cannot be performed because the required range of CCD rows is not available as part of the subframe. Most of these latter kinds of images were acquired primarily for morphologic analyses, and so obtaining the highestfidelity radiometric calibration is not particularly critical.
2.5. Correction of Pixel-to-Pixel Responsivity (Flatfield) Variations 2.5.1. Observations
[51] During preflight calibration activities, normalized flatfield files (mean value = 1.0) were generated for each possible filter/CCD combination [Bell et al., 2003 [Bell et al., , 2004a , except for the neutral density 5 solar filters L8 and R8, which could not be adequately illuminated to obtain flatfield images. These initial preflight flatfield images proved adequate to remove many of the pixel-to-pixel responsivity variations from raw Pancam flight data. However, because of limitations in the preflight calibration setup, some of these initial flatfield images were ultimately found to yield unacceptable levels of residual high-frequency flatfield artifacts once implemented in the flight calibration pipeline. For those cases, new flatfield images had to be synthesized or approximated from the available preflight data. These limitations, plus the general desire to obtain as much calibration data as possible in a flight-like configuration, compelled us to acquire new in-flight Pancam flatfield data using images of the Martian sky.
[52] During flight operations, several sets of losslessly compressed images of the sky were taken through all 14 nonsolar filter positions on both Spirit (Table 10) and Opportunity (Table 11 ) with the intent to use these images to validate, augment, or, if possible, replace the flatfields created with preflight data. Early in the mission, these socalled ''sky flat'' images were acquired with the Pancams on Notes: a, used to generate final in-flight flatfield file; b, only ''thumbnail'' versions of these images exist because the full resolution files were accidentally deleted from the rover prior to downlink. each spacecraft pointing to the North (0°azimuth) and 45°a bove the horizon. At the times these images were acquired, this resulted in the cameras being pointed about 100°(Spirit) and 95°(Opportunity) away from the sun in azimuth. Later in the mission, after additional sky profile information had been obtained and analyzed from separate sky imaging sequences [Lemmon et al., 2004] , additional sky flat images were acquired with the cameras pointed toward a theoretically ''flatter'' part of the sky, closer to 130°to 160°in azimuth from the Sun.
Processing of In-Flight Sky Flat Images
[53] The first set of Opportunity sky flat images taken on Mars were used to create new in-flight flatfield images for the Opportunity Pancams. This set was chosen because of their good SNR and the likely minimal effects of any dust build up on the cameras' outer sapphire window in these early mission images. Unfortunately, most of the similar first set of Spirit sky flat images were lost from the rover's onboard storage memory during the sol 18 computer anomaly. Thus a set of sky images exhibiting good SNR but acquired later in the mission was used to create new in-flight flatfield images for the Spirit Pancams.
[54] The Martian sky is not uniformly flat, even near its theoretically ''flattest'' part [e.g., Tomasko et al., 1999; Lemmon et al., 2004] . There can often be a significant gradient in each of the sky images caused by the nonuniformity of the sky, but over the relatively narrow field of view of the Pancams (16°), this gradient can be modeled as a simple plane. In processing sky images to create flatfield images, this planar background was modeled and removed.
[55] Flight flatfield images for both Spirit and Opportunity were created from sky flat images through the following process: First, the sky images were shutter smear, bias, and dark current corrected using the in-flight calibration pipeline procedures described above. Second, the resulting calibrated images were normalized by dividing each image by the mean of its calibrated values, excluding the 10 rows or columns of pixels closest to each edge of the CCD. Third, a best-fit 2-dimensional planar background was fit to each normalized image (again, excluding the 10 edge pixels) and this plane was divided out of each image. Table 12 provides a summary of the planar backgrounds removed from the sky images for each filter. Next, ''problematic'' pixels that were not corrected through the normal calibration pipeline procedures (because of cosmic ray hits or dark current saturation in the warmer flight sky flat images) were located through three methods: (1) an automatic routine found the pixels in each image that differed from the median of that image by more than 2 standard deviations; (2) more subtle pixel-scale artifacts were identified manually by comparing the sky flat images to preflight flatfield images [Bell et al., 2003] ; and (3) an automatic routine identified pixels in each sky flat image where the ratio of the sky flat to preflight flat differed from the median of that sky flat by more that 3 standard deviations. All of these problematic pixels were replaced with values calculated by dividing the value of that pixel in the preflight flatfield image by the median value of the pixel in the preflight flatfield image and multiplying by the median value for that pixel in the sky flat image. Because of detector edge effects [Bell et al., 2003 ], all of 
Application and Validation
[56] The processing steps described above resulted in the generation of a complete set of flight flatfield images for all 28 nonsolar filters on the four flight Pancams.
Visually, most of the new in-flight flatfields are indistinguishable from the preflight flats shown by Bell et al. [2003] . However, we have found that the flight flatfield images perform either as well as or better than the preflight flatfield images with respect to removing highand low-frequency flatfield effects from flight images. For example, the Opportunity R1 (430 nm) filter flight flatfield is a significant improvement over the preflight version. Figure 14 shows row profiles of a mosaic that imaged part of the sky calibrated using both the preflight flatfield and the flight flatfield. The noise is greatly reduced with the use of the flight flatfield for this camera/filter combination. Figure 15 shows a comparison of the same R1 filter mosaic calibrated with the preflight flat and the flight flatfield, both contrast enhanced to show subtle detail in the sky portion of the images. The improvement for the R1 filter on Opportunity is the most dramatic example, and the improvements are important scientifically, as much of the subtle morphologic evidence for laminations within Meridiani outcrop materials comes from Pancam images through the blue filters [e.g., Bell et al., 2004b; Grotzinger et al., 2005] . Figures 16  and 17 show examples of results typical for the other Pancam filters, and Table 13 summarizes the similarities in noise levels between the preflight and in-flight flatfield images.
[57] The largest source of uncertainty in the flight flatfield creation process is the modeling and removal of the planar background for each in-flight sky flat image. As described above, the planar background removed from each image was determined by calculating the best fit plane for each image. We tested whether any additional ''tilt'' of this plane might be needed by examining several mosaics that imaged part of the sky in each filter. Figure 18 shows typical examples of possible evidence of a small additional tilt that might be needed to remove better the low-frequency component of the Pancam flatfield. The magnitude of the image-to-image offsets in sky radiance is 2% to 4% in the worst cases that we have analyzed. We found that while we can derive sets of tilt factors to apply to the flatfields to minimize these Figure 14 . Row profiles from a transect of sky pixels within a mosaic created from Opportunity sol 85 sequence P2432, filter R1 images. The gray points are from a row profile of this mosaic calibrated using the preflight flatfield. The black points are from a profile of the same row of this mosaic calibrated using the flight flatfield. The x axis is column number, and the y axis is calibrated radiance value, in W/m 2 /sr/nm. . Row profiles from a transect of sky pixels within a mosaic created from Opportunity sol 24 sequence P2382, filter L2 images. The gray points are from a row profile of this mosaic calibrated using the preflight flatfield. The black points are from a profile of the same row of this mosaic calibrated using the flight flatfield. The x axis is column number, and the y axis is calibrated radiance value, in W/m small image-to-image offsets for individual sequences, the magnitude and even direction of the required tilt are not consistent for different sequences with the same camera/ filter combination. Thus we cannot apply a single set of tilts that will minimize these effects in all images, and so we conclude that these kinds of image-to-image variations are probably indicating real variations in sky brightness with time and azimuth during the course of mosaic acquisition. Therefore no additional residual tilt corrections were applied to the flight flatfields. Researchers interested in modeling low-spatial-frequency Pancam radiance information (e.g., for sky brightness or surface albedo studies) and who require accuracy better than 5-10% should examine carefully and perhaps revisit the methods and uncertainties used in our flatfield in-flight calibration procedure.
Bad Pixel Correction
[58] Hot pixels in the masked region were mentioned earlier, and dealing with them is straightforward because even in the worst case they are not observed to supply enough dark current to cause saturation. This is not always the case with hot pixels in the active region, however. At high enough temperatures, and long enough exposure times, hot pixels in the active region of the CCD can easily saturate the CCD with dark current alone. No pixels were observed to be truly ''bad'' (always saturated with dark current) during preflight calibration, and only one Pancam active region pixel (out of >4 Â 10 6 ) has been observed to become bad during the course of the mission to date (Opportunity left Pancam S/N 114, pixel (10, 553) , which became saturated with dark current in every dark image acquired after SCLK 133242555, on sol 57). If it is determined that a pixel is saturated with dark current even without additional signal from the scene, that pixel is deemed to be a ''dark-saturated pixel'' in the image, and its value in the calibrated image is replaced by the median of adjacent good pixels. Also, because saturated pixels bleed charge into adjacent pixels in the same column, adjacent pixels in the same column are also marked as ''bad.'' We distinguish between these bad pixels due to dark-current saturation, and other pixels that are saturated because of the combined effects of dark current and signal from the scene (scene-saturated). Figure 18 . Row profiles from a transect of sky pixels within a mosaic created from Spirit Pancam data. (top) The sol 091 data is a 5 column mosaic, and (bottom) the sol 149 data is a 9 column mosaic. All of the images used to make these mosaics were calibrated using the flight flatfields. The x axis is column number, and the y axis is calibrated radiance value, in W/m
[59] Scene-saturated pixels are handled differently than those pixels determined to be bad solely because of dark current. Because the extent of the saturation may vary, and various approaches could be taken to deal with such pixels, the calibration process does not attempt to interpolate these values based on surrounding data. Instead, the scene-saturated pixels are specially marked by being set equal to the value of the INVALID_CONSTANT keyword denoted in the PDS image label, and it is left to the user to determine how best to deal with them. In the rare event of a dark-saturated pixel surrounded by scene-saturated pixels, the interpolated value will be ''scene-saturated'' and set to the value of the INVALID_CONSTANT.
[60] Unfortunately, when pixels are saturated (regardless of whether it is due to dark current or not), this will also lead to a breakdown in the analytical shutter smear removal algorithm, which relies on being able to determine the scene-dependent component of the pixel value. In the case of dark-saturated pixels, the interpolated value will be used, but in the case of scene-saturated pixels, the only knowledge of the actual scene-dependent component is that it is larger than what can be measured by the CCD. In these cases, the shutter smear removal algorithm will remove the maximum measurable component, which is a lower bound on the actual value. When working with calibrated images that were not shutter-corrected on board, users will have to be aware that scene-saturated pixels can result in unremoved shutter smear upstream of the saturated pixel.
Radiance Calibration
[61] Absolute calibration of Pancam images is required in order to generate true-color data products or to extract spectra from surface units to compare directly with laboratory mineral and mineral mixture spectra. The Pancam calibration pipeline generates output files known as ''RAD'' images, where RAD refers to radiance. RAD images are data that have been converted to units of scene radiance, in W/m 2 /nm/sr, as sampled at the effective wavelength (l eff ) of the filter used.
[62] In general, the scene radiance viewed by the detector, L, is related to the average DN value measured by the camera via a radiance conversion coefficient, K(T), such that
where dn_per_s is the bias, dark, flatfield-corrected DN value divided by the exposure time, and T is the CCD temperature of the camera. The functional form of the temperature dependence of K is assumed to be
[63] The linear nature of the responsivity versus temperature relationship was determined from preflight calibration observations over a wide range of Pancam flight operating temperatures [Bell et al., 2004a] . The responsivity coefficients K 0 and K S are calculated for each camera/filter combination by performing a linear fit to values of K(T) derived during preflight calibration. The derived values for K 0 and K S that were used for Pancam images calibrated using the preflight models are given by Bell et al.
[2003].
Here we describe additional details of the radiometric calibration process, including modifications based on inflight measurements and performance.
[64] For the Pancam preflight integrating sphere calibration measurements, L equals the calibrated integrating sphere radiance incidence on the camera, Sp(l), in W/m 2 /nm/sr at the effective wavelength of the Pancam filter used. Therefore
so that
where dn_per_s is understood in this case to refer to the mean value of (DN/sec) for the approximately 10 to 50 images of the integrating sphere obtained during calibration at each camera/filter/temperature combination, divided by the exposure time used for those images.
[65] Sp(l eff ) values are derived from data obtained during thermal vacuum calibration where the voltage output of a NIST-calibrated diode was recorded at 50 nm intervals between 350 and 1100 nm. These voltage readings were converted to absolute radiances using a diode calibration performed at the JPL standards lab.
[66] Next, we could just divide Sp(l eff ) by dn_per_s to get K, but this assumes that the input spectrum on Mars (sunlight) will be the same shape as the spectrum of the integrating sphere in the lab. We know this to be false based on the sphere diode measurements. However, this method can be used to generate approximate radiance coefficients for validation of the more rigorously derived coefficients described below.
[67] To be more rigorous, we need to proceed as follows: Let Rp(l) be the responsivity of the camera system (CCD QE, optics and filter transmissivities) as a function of wavelength, in unknown units, from the normalized monochromator-derived Pancam geology filter profiles [Bell et al., 2003] . Also let Rk(l) = C c : Rp(l) be the responsivity of the camera system as a function of wavelength in known units [(DN/sec/nm)/(W/m 2 /nm/sr)], where C is the responsivity conversion coefficient. First we need to find Rk. We start with:
C is the only unknown, and it is a constant so we can pull it out, yielding
And so we have
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and thus we know the camera responsivity in general as a function of wavelength.
[68] On Mars, however, the input source is not the integrating sphere, but is sunlight filtered through and scattered by the Martian atmosphere and then modulated by the reflectivity of the Martian surface. We used Pathfinder IMP data [Maki et al., 1999] to generate a ''typical'' input radiance spectrum, St(l), expected from average bright regions on Mars. Based on past experience, we can assume that the actual radiance measured by Pancam, Sa(l), will be some scalar multiple of this typical spectrum, such that Sa(l) = a St(l), where a is a unitless scaling constant. Substituting this source instead of the sphere into equation (24) above, on Mars we will have
[69] Since the input radiance L = a St(l eff ) (equation (22), on Mars), then
(from equation (23)), and thus
[70] Substituting into equation (29):
[71] Thus equation (32) provides a rigorous way to estimate the radiometric conversion coefficients on Mars, using equation (27) to determine the camera responsivity, and assuming a ''typical'' Mars radiance spectrum as input.
2.8. Deriving Relative Reflectance: I/F, R*, and Estimated Bolometric Albedo 2.8.1. Reflectance Units
[72] Pancam reflectance products are generated as ''IOF'' files. IOF is defined as the ratio of the bidirectional reflectance of a surface to that of a normally illuminated perfectly diffuse surface. This is also known as the radiance factor [Hapke, 1993] . If the effects of the Martian atmosphere are neglected, then we can also say that
where I is equal to the measured scene radiance, and pF is equal to the solar irradiance at the top of the Martian atmosphere at the time of the observation and through a particular Pancam bandpass. Our terminology ''IOF'' comes from the analogy with many previous spacecraft imaging data sets where ''I/F'' is generated as a common reflectance product. IOF is useful in that it places the data in the same context as laboratory or telescopic reflectance measurements or radiance factor data from previous Mars orbiter or lander missions.
[73] A related parameter, R* (''R-star''), was defined and utilized by Reid et al. [1999] for Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP) reflectance products. R* was defined by Reid et al. [1999] as ''the brightness of the surface divided by the brightness of an RT (Radiometric Calibration Target) scaled to its equivalent Lambert reflectance.'' Some researchers have called this quantity ''relative reflectance'' because it is the reflectance of the scene relative to that of a perfectly Lambertian albedo = 1.0 surface in an identical geometry. In general, R* can be defined as the ratio of the reflectance of a surface to that of a perfectly diffuse surface under the same conditions of illumination and measurement. This is also known as the reflectance factor or reflectance coefficient [Hapke, 1993] , and it is essentially an approximation of the Lambert albedo within each Pancam bandpass. Units of R* can be obtained by dividing Pancam IOF images by the cosine of the solar incidence angle at the time of the observation.
[74] R* is useful in that it allows for direct comparison between spectra taken at different times of day, and more straightforward comparison with laboratory spectra. Images calibrated to R* also have the advantage of being at least partially ''atmospherically corrected,'' because observations of the Pancam calibration target also include the average diffuse sky illumination component of the scene radiance [e.g., Reid et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 1999] . Thus, for flatlying surfaces in the same plane as the surface of the calibration target, the diffuse sky component is essentially removed by calibrating relative to the target. It should be noted that IOF and R* differ only by a constant multiplicative scaling factor, and not in the shape of their spectra, as long as all of the images in a multispectral sequence are acquired in rapid-enough succession that there have not been significant variations in solar incidence angle as a function of wavelength.
[75] R* images acquired using the L1 (EMPTY) filter provide a good estimate of the Lambert bolometric albedo. It is only an approximation, partly because the L1 filter bandpass does not sample all of the solar visible wavelengths, and partly because the Pancam calibration target is not perfectly Lambertian and our model does not perfectly compensate for its non-Lambertian nature [Bell et al., 2003] . However, the uncertainties associated with each of these factors is small, and so R* images through the L1 filter produce quick-look estimates of the bolometric albedo that are remarkably similar to those derived from orbital MGS/TES and Viking/IRTM bolometric albedos [Bell et al., 2004a [Bell et al., , 2004b .
Approximating I/F Using the Radiance Data
[76] Pancam radiance data can be used to quickly estimate the approximate reflectivity of the scene through each filter by dividing the derived radiances in the RAD files by an estimate of the radiance of the scene. Without using observations of the calibration target or a detailed sky diffuse illumination model, the simplest approach is to use the radiance spectrum of sunlight at the top of the Earth's atmosphere, scaled for the appropriate heliocentric distance of Mars at the time of the observations, as the incident radiance spectrum. Table 14 provides such an estimate of the incident sunlight through each Pancam filter, using as the incident radiance the weighted average of solar irradiance spectrum of Colina et al. [1996] over the Pancam bandpasses divided by p and divided by (1.50 AU) 2 (the average heliocentric distance of Mars during the first 30 sols of the MER missions). Dividing the Pancam radiance data by the appropriate value from Table 14 results in a fast but simplistic estimate of the reflectivity of the scene that could provide a useful start toward comparing Pancam spectra to laboratory mineral or mineral mixture reflectivity spectra. However, note that the results will only be approximate: estimated reflectivity spectra derived this way will include additional spectral features induced by the presence of significant (reddening) scattered radiance from the dustladen Martian atmosphere, and the estimated absolute reflectance levels would need to be corrected for the e Àt effect of attenuation by atmospheric dust at the time of the observation [Lemmon et al., 2004] .
Deriving I/F and R* Using Observations of the Pancam Calibration Target
[77] A more rigorous calibration approach used during tactical rover operations on Mars is to use near-in-time observations of the Pancam calibration target to derive estimated scene reflectances relative to the standard reflectance materials on the target [Bell et al., 2003] . This approach minimizes the spectral effects of atmospheric dust scattering and absorption and provides absolute reflectance levels to within 5-10% for flat-lying surfaces with wellbehaved photometric functions. However, this approach requires the use of a photometric model of the calibration target standard reflectance materials as well as a model of the spectral effects of the time-dependent airborne dust deposition on the target [Bell et al., 2003 ; J. Sohl-Dickstein et al., Radiative transfer modeling of dust-coated calibration target materials: Application to calibration target observations on Mars and the Pancam Calibration Pipeline, manuscript in preparation, 2005 (hereinafter referred to as Sohl-Dickstein et al., manuscript in preparation, 2005) ]. This approach can also benefit from the use of a sky illumination model [e.g., Tomasko et al., 1999; Lemmon et al., 2004] to estimate and separate the diffuse versus direct sources of illumination.
Assumptions
[78] Both IOF and R* calibrated images are restricted by the following set of assumptions: (1) All illumination comes directly from a point source at the Sun. This assumption is most critical for the IOF images, where the overall scene brightness scales with cos i, the cosine of the solar incidence angle; (2) The scene being imaged is perfectly flat. It should be possible to use surface normal maps to remove this restriction for many observations, but this is not currently performed as part of the normal Pancam flight calibration pipeline; and (3) The scene elements being imaged are Lambertian. Without knowing the full Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) for a scene element, this is the most productive assumption which can currently be made. There are many sets of photometry observations which may be used in the future for a more accurate characterization of the BRDF of some limited subset of scene elements [e.g., Seelos et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2006] .
Pancam Calibration Target
[79] Each rover carries a calibration target to allow characterization of the lighting environment. As described in detail by Bell et al. [2003] , the target consists of seven silicone RTV (GE RTV655) regions. These regions are pigmented with either titanium dioxide or carbon black to raise or lower their reflectivity and generate three gray regions, and with submicron powders of hematite, goethite, chromium oxide, and cobalt aluminate to generate red, yellow, green, and blue color chips. There is also a shadow-casting gnomon in the center, allowing regions illuminated only by diffuse sky illumination to be sampled as well. The BRDF of the calibration target was thoroughly characterized across both wavelength and temperature before launch. This allowed the development of a model of the target's reflectance as measured by Pancam in any lighting environment. Further details about the target, the BRDF model, and laboratory spectra of calibration target materials are presented by Bell et al. [2003] . Once on Mars, however, the calibration target began to rapidly accumulate dust and its appearance deviated significantly from that measured preflight (Figure 19 ). In order to compensate for this, a model of the effect of dust on the calibration target was developed, as described below.
Preflight Pancam Calibration Target Measurements and Model
[80] As described by Bell et al. [2003 Bell et al. [ , 2004c , the Pancam calibration target materials were characterized prior to flight from (1) hemispheric reflectances measured from 348 to 1200 nm at 4 nm spectral sampling using a Cary-14 directional-hemispheric spectrometer at the NASA Johnson Space Center [e.g., Morris et al., 1985] ; (2) directional hemispheric reflectances measured as a function of temperature from 199 K to 318 K and over a wavelength range from 350 nm to 2500 nm by R. Clark and colleagues at the United States Geologic Survey Denver Spectroscopy Laboratory [Clark et al., 1993] ; (3) full BRDF characterization by M. Shepard using the Bloomsburg University Goniometer facility [Shepard, 2001] ; and (4) in-plane BRDF characterization through a set of flight spare Pancam filters and a second set of 19 narrowband filters with effective wavelengths between 400 nm and 1050 nm by P. Pinet, Y. Daydou and P. Depoix at CNES in Toulouse, France [Pinet et al., 2001] . Subsets of these measurements were used to construct a mathematical model of the BRDF of the calibration target materials, consisting of the physically based He-Torrance model [He et al., 1991] , borrowed from the realm of computer science, combined with the Hapke backscatter term [Hapke, 1993] . The function developed, referred to as R pre-flight (l, az, el, az 0 , el 0 ), returns a reflectance coefficient as a function of wavelength, azimuth and elevation of incident (az, el) and emitted (az 0 , el 0 ) light. The azimuth and elevation of the observer (Pancam) is fixed by the geometry of the rover. Specifically, the calibration target is viewed at a fixed emission angle of el 0 = 53.5°as measured in the traditional photometric sense of up from the plane of the rover deck, with the emission vector pointing toward the cameras (however, in the PDS image file header, this angle is reported as an ''elevation'' of about 36.5°; Pancam elevation angles are defined with positive elevation angles measured down from a reference plane parallel to the rover deck and at the height of the cameras, with the elevation vector pointing away from the cameras in the opposite sense as the emission vector), and at fixed azimuth angles of az 0 = 354.2°for the left Pancam and az 0 = 349.1°for the right Pancam. More details on the preflight Pancam calibration target model are given by Bell et al. [2003] .
Flight Pancam Calibration Target Model
[81] After RAD files are produced for a calibration target sequence using the procedure outlined in section 2.7, calibration analysts manually select Regions of Interest (ROIs) from calibration target images. One ROI is chosen from each of the 4 color chips and 3 gray rings. In addition, ROIs are chosen in the shadowed regions of each of the rings if they are available (see Figure 20) . The average and standard deviations of the pixel values within each region of interest are calculated.
[82] Using the known position of the Sun in the sky to derive the elevation and azimuth of the incident illumination, simplified predicted calibration target reflectance values are then calculated for the 7 RTV regions by taking a weighted average of the R pre-flight calibration target model over the appropriate Pancam bandpass:
where R k (l) is the responsivity of the camera system as a function of wavelength in known units [(DN/sec/nm)/ Figure 19 . Approximate true color images of the Spirit (top row) and Opportunity (bottom row) Pancam calibration target over the course of each mission, showing visual evidence for a significant amount of dust accumulation on the targets. Target images that have the same or similar lighting geometry for each rover are compared here in order to minimize any photometric effects on the observed color. In general, the targets have reddened with time; however, there is visual evidence for occasional ''cleaning'' of some dust from each target (e.g., between Opportunity sols 151 and 265 and most dramatically between Spirit sols 416 and 417). Each image was processed identically using the true color techniques described in section 3.2. (W/m 2 /sr/nm)], as defined in section 2.7, az 0 and el 0 are the calibration target emission angles as defined above, and appropriate values for (az, el) are filled in using the rover orientation and solar position keywords from the PDS file headers (Appendix B).
[83] A best fit line is then found relating the measured average calibration target region RAD values for all 7 regions to their model values of R predicted (see Figure 21) . Because the bias and dark current models (especially at cold temperatures) are more accurate than the calibration target model, and because properly calibrated images should yield zero signal levels for zero input radiance, the offset of the best fit line is constrained to pass through the origin. Investigation of a subset of cases using unconstrained fits yielded offset values of approximately zero, within the noise of the data, validating our forced-constraint approach. Visual inspection of the fit line by calibration analysts is used to verify the quality of the fit and to iterate on the selection of ROIs in cases where problems exist (e.g., cosmic ray hits, decompression artifacts, saturation/ Sun glints, shadows from other rover deck structures, etc.). The slope of the fit line, m, is then used, along with the assumed cos i falloff in IOF relative to the BRDF, to convert between RAD and IOF in the absence of any other effects:
[84] The simple form of R predicted as described above is modified, however, to take into account dust on the caltarget.
Modification for Dust Accumulation
[85] Over the course of the rover missions, the calibration targets on both vehicles have become increasingly dusty ( Figure 19 ). It is necessary to correct for the spectral effects of this dust, otherwise the calibration target's reflectance properties become increasingly skewed by the spectrum of the dust component, and the derived calibration becomes increasingly inaccurate. The effect of the dust is particularly visible in the blue and near-UV Pancam filters, where the dust is most strongly absorbing.
[86] In order to correct for this, the Hapke model of bidirectional reflectance of a two-layer medium [Hapke, 1993; p. 251] was modified to accept the preflight caltarget material as a substrate. Hapke's initial bidirectional radiance integral was broken down into t < t 0 and t > t 0 regions (where t is the total opacity from the top of the upper layer), and the t > t 0 region was reduced to surface effects at a membrane covering the top of the substrate, producing a modified version of Hapke's equation for radiance at the detector of
where all symbols represent the quantities as defined by Hapke [1993] . where r S is the spherical reflectance of each of the calibration target materials (as measured at NASA/JSC), convolved to the same Pancam bandpass as R predicted . The bidirectional scattering function simplifies to the angular scattering function in the case of a Lambertian substrate. As well, the bidirectional scattering function fulfills an analogue of the angular scattering function's normalization constraint:
[88] The derivation of a modified two-layer bidirectional scattering function based on the modified assumptions outlined above is described in detail by Sohl-Dickstein et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2005) .
[89] All the coating parameters were fitted to this model using a large number of calibration target images acquired for each rover over the course of the mission. The opacity of the dust layer, t 0 , was allowed to vary as a 6th order polynomial over the course of the mission, but all other parameters were allowed only one value over the entirety of the mission for each rover. All illumination was assumed to come from a point source at the Sun, though this could be changed in future iterations of the model. The fit was performed using a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares minimization algorithm. Evaluation of the local slope was performed using numerical derivatives. In order to remove any effect of varying illumination intensity, one degree of freedom was sacrificed from the fit, and it was performed on ratios of reflectances between caltarget regions rather than on direct measures of reflectance. That is, it attempted to satisfy the series of equations
where i and j are indexes to caltarget subregions. More details on this derivation of this model and examples of its application and effects are given by Sohl-Dickstein et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2005) .
Accuracy and Precision of the Calibration
[90] Uncertainties in the RAD calibration pipeline are difficult to quantify for the Pancam data, because they represent a complex combination of errors accumulated by the bias, dark current, and flatfield modeling/correction processes as well as the uncertainties in the preflight integrating sphere radiance scaling procedure. Based on preflight calibration data analysis, we estimated that our typical absolute radiance uncertainty would be 7%, an assumption that was validated by independent calibrated diode measurements from an engineering model Pancam [Bell et al., 2003] . In flight, Lemmon et al. [2004] attempted to estimate the level of uncertainty of calibrated Pancam data by comparing calibrated radiances from sky images to their model of expected sky radiance for the specific observing geometries and dust opacities encountered. For the Pancam filters at 432, 535, 601, 753, 864 , and 1009 nm, they found an average difference between modeled and measured radiances of 0.98 ± 0.06 for Spirit and 1.11 ± 0.08 for Opportunity. Given the uncertainties and assumptions inherent in their sky model, these results appear to indicate that the absolute radiance calibration of Pancam flight data from Mars, calibrated using the methods and data files described above, is probably at least accurate to within the $10% level, and is probably actually slightly more accurate, especially for the longer wavelength, higher SNR filter observations.
[91] Uncertainties in the IOF calibration pipeline are even more difficult to quantify. Primary sources of error include the uncertainty in the photometric characterization of calibration target material BRDF ($15% absolute, $5% relative (M. Shepard, personal communication, 2004) , errors based on the inaccuracy of our simplified assumptions about the diffuse sky illumination component of the scene signal (e.g., not all regions are viewed at the same solar incidence angle as the calibration target; $30 -50% of illumination is diffuse in a typical image, though the majority of diffuse illumination comes from a region near the Sun, etc.), unevenness or rapid time variations in the dust distribution on the calibration target (<15% change in relative region intensity), and even minor remaining uncertainties in the camera bandpass characterization (<10%). Combining these estimates would lead to a conservative error estimation of $55% in IOF values, before the poorly characterized errors in the dust model itself are incorporated. However, examination of the data indicates that the ''real world'' error is actually much smaller. For example, when considering the consistency of the (presumed nearly constant) global dust spectrum over the course of the mission, as well as when comparing the spectral shape of Pancam's global dust measurements against those made during the Mars Pathfinder mission [e.g., Bell et al., 2000] , the errors in our IOF calibration process appear to be $10% or less in spectral shape. Relative uncertainties in IOF, from filter-to-filter and between cameras on the same rover, are even smaller (typically 1 -5% based on comparison of calibrated left and right camera data for images of the same scenes through overlapping filters), providing good confidence in the identification of even relatively weak spectral features in IOF-calibrated Pancam multispectral data sets. Relative precision from pixel-to-pixel in each Pancam image is best assessed from examination of the variance within regions extracted from the Pancam calibration target gray scale rings (e.g., Figure 21 ) which are, at least early in the mission, the only ''known'' uniform reflectance sources in the scene. The level of these pixel-to-pixel variations depends on the scene radiance (as expected for photondominated noise), and varies from about 0.5% to 3.5% for typical calibration target data sets, with a level below 1% for radiance levels consistent with those typical of average Mars surface materials.
Ancillary Calibration Files, Formats, Labels, and Other Sources of Information
[92] The procedures described in this section, which follow schematically the flowchart outlined in Figure 1 , collectively define the Pancam in-flight calibration pipeline. Several of the steps in the pipeline involve the use or application of specialized ancillary tables and/or data files developed by the Pancam team as part of the calibration process. A list of these ancillary files is provided in Table 15 . Researchers interested in reproducing or refining the calibration of Pancam images can obtain these files by request from the first author.
[93] A significant amount of additional information about Pancam images and their calibration state can also be obtained from the PDS label information that is included as an ASCII header on every archived Pancam EDR or RDR data file. A list and definitions of the PDS label keywords that are most relevant to Pancam calibration are included as Appendix B.
[94] Finally, Appendix C contains useful additional information and details about where to find archived Pancam EDRs and RDRs and how to decipher the information ''stored'' within the filenames themselves for Pancam (and all other MER camera) images.
Applications
[95] The Pancam in-flight calibration procedures and philosophies described in this paper have enabled a wide range of scientific and mission support activities. Three particular examples are described here: (1) identification and interpretation of visible to near-IR multispectral units based on 13 filter (11-color) Pancam radiance factor data;
(2) derivation and utility of ''true color'' and scene chromaticity information based on calibrated Pancam radiance data; and (3) derivation and interpretation of ''super resolution'' morphology information based on calibrated Pancam images.
13-Filter Pancam Multispectral Analysis
[96] Examples of both typical and end-member 13 filter (11 unique wavelength) multispectral units extracted from radiance factor (IOF) calibrated Pancam imaging sequences from both rovers are shown in Figure 22 . Pancam spectra of typical bright and dark soil units at the Gusev and Meridiani landing sites compare favorably to previous telescopic spectra of classical bright and dark regions [e.g., Bell et al., 1990; Mustard and Bell, 1994] and IMP multispectral data for bright and dark soils at the Pathfinder landing site [Smith et al., 1997; Bell et al., 2000] . However, several new spectral classes unlike those previously seen have also been discovered in the Pancam data. At Gusev these are primarily dark, spectrally flat, ferrous-rich interiors of rocks, but at least one new class of bright soil has also been discovered. At Meridiani, unique new spectral units include the bright outcrop materials in Eagle crater and elsewhere, ferrous-rich rock cobbles and interiors, and even an iron-nickel meteorite. Additional details and compositional/mineralogic interpretations gleaned from Pancam multispectral imaging data for these and other spectral units are given by, for example, Bell et al. [2004a Bell et al. [ , 2004b Figure 22 . Spectral diversity discovered at the MER (left) Gusev and (right) Meridiani landing sites using Pancam 13 filter (11-color) multispectral radiance factor imaging data, calibrated using the in-flight calibration pipeline described here. The telescopic bright and dark region spectra are from Bell et al. [1990] and Mustard and Bell [1994] Carter et al., 2004] . The XYZ color space is modeled closely after a human's perception of colors. The space can accurately describe the vast majority of the colors that can be registered by the human eye. Color representations within this space are strictly linear: a pair of colors separated by some arbitrary geometric distance will appear to be twice as different to the eye as another pair separated by only half the distance within the color space. The XYZ space tristimulus values represent the relative proportions of the three color primaries (red, green and blue) necessary to produce the color being measured. Chromaticity values (x, y, and z) are the X, Y, and Z tristimulus values normalized by their common sum, are often used as a way to compare color values from different locations and recorded by different instruments. The Pancam RAD images calibrated as described above to units of W/m 2 /nm/sr are assumed to accurately describe the spectral power distribution of each image at each of the sampled Pancam wavelengths.
[98] Our true color calculation process is similar to the process developed by Maki et al. [1999] for IMP multispectral data. Image data are treated as a matrix of rectangular arrays, each of which represents radiance values per pixel for a specific wavelength. Pancam filters L2 through L7 (sampling approximately 360 to 830 nm) are used to provide the best possible coverage of the human visible spectral response. Initial colorimetry values are calculated as Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) tristimulus values (the red, green, and blue components of human color vision [e.g., Carter et al., 2004] ). For an emissive source's SPD, tristimulus values can be written in the form
where the integrals are over the products of the spectral power distribution and the standard CIE color matching function values integrated over the range of the human visible spectrum. As the Pancam data sample the range of human spectral response through narrow, nonoverlapping bandpasses [Bell et al., 2003 ] rather than via a continuous function, we apply a two point Newton-Cotes formula to the integrals, which then become sums of the products of the measured SPD and the color matching functions, scaled by a common factor.
[99] Since the final color is determined by ratios of the tristimulus values rather than their absolute magnitudes, we can neglect the common scaling factor and use only the summations. While this is mathematically correct, it makes comparison of tristimulus values problematic. Therefore we calculate chromaticity values (normalized tristimulus values), and since the three chromaticity values (x, y, and z) represent the three tristimulus values scaled by their sum, only the x and y values ultimately need to be reported [Maki et al., 1999] .
[100] Because the CIE standard color matching functions x(l), y(l), and z(l) vary significantly throughout the visible spectrum, it is necessary to describe them with a high degree of accuracy. We model these functions in increments of 1 nm in the 360 to 830 nm range for a total of 471 data points per function. To create an equal number of data points for the SPD data, a cubic spline is applied to the discrete wavelength Pancam RAD values. Multiplying this by the CIE function values and summing produces tristimulus values for each pixel in the image that can then be used to generate normalized chromaticity values.
[101] We augment this process by then transforming the images further into the sRGB color space, which is a common standard presently used by many Internet browsers and image processing/display programs and devices [Stokes et al., 1996] . The sRGB space can be defined in terms of standard CIE colorimetric values, which themselves can be calculated from a defined reference viewing environment and knowledge of the spectral sensitivities of the display or output device used. Since sRGB tristimulus values are linear combinations of CIE tristimulus values they can be computed by convolving the CIE tristimulus set for a given pixel with a standard matrix [Stokes et al., 1996] . The final nonlinear sRGB values are created by fitting the tristimulus values to a 2.2 gamma curve, which corresponds to the standard used in most CRT monitors.
[102] The standard matrix is calculated from CIE chromaticities for the red, green, and blue ITU-R BT.709 colorimetry standard reference primaries, and the Standard Illuminant D65 [e.g., Stokes et al., 1996; Carter et al., 2004] . Following the standard procedure, the produced values are nonlinearized by multiplying by 12.92 for values less than 0.00304 and by applying the equation 1.055 [R,G,B] 1/24 À 0.055 for all other values. Finally, values are scaled to the range of 0 to 255 with 24 bit encoding (8 bits/ channel) used by the majority of color displays.
[103] This method has been applied to images from both rovers taken during the first 400 sols of each mission. Examples of some typical true color image products are shown in Figure 23 . Our calculated average chromaticity values from soil, rock, and sky Pancam images compare well to those derived from previous Viking and Mars Pathfinder imaging studies (Table 16 ). We have also analyzed changes in the chromaticities of the rover calibration targets (Figure 19 ) during the course of each mission. The results (Figure 24) show that the x and y chromaticities are generally trending toward average bright soil/dust chromaticity values (toward a color defined as ''dark yellowish brown''), providing a quantitative measure of the degree of aeolian dust covering on each target as the mission progresses. A more detailed study of soil, rock, and sky chromaticities throughout the mission is being conducted by D. Savransky and J. F. Bell III (Chromaticity of the Martian sky as observed by the Mars Exploration Rover Pancam instruments, manuscript in preparation, 2005), and additional details about modeling of the Pancam calibration target for dust deposition effects is presented by SohlDickstein et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2005) .
[104] Study of the splined spectra from multiple images shows that two average normalized sets of radiance values can be calculated for sky and ground pixels which fit over 83% of all pixels of each type to within 2%. By using these normalized spectra, it is possibly to produce approximations for missing filter values in images which do not have the complete six filter set of left eye Pancam filters described above. Using the average normalized spectra as a guide, approximations can be made for the missing values, and a more accurate estimate of the true color can be generated than if only the available filters had been used. This approach yields reasonably good performance when using three or more Pancam filters, with chromaticities differing by only about 3% on average from those calculated from the same images using all six filters.
''Super Resolution'' Imaging
[105] Combining the information from a series of slightly offset images of the same scene in order to extrapolate a new image at an effectively higher than native resolution is often referred to as ''super resolution'' imaging. The process works by leveraging knowledge of the relative pointing of each contributing image and the pixel Point Spread Function (PSF) of the camera. The only limitations on attainable resolution are the precision to which these two factors can be determined. It is difficult to quantify the effective increase in resolution achieved by our occasional implementation of super resolution imaging using Pancam. Measures of scene entropy, for instance, cannot distinguish between added noise and added detail. However, as can be seen in Figure 25 , super resolution can be a useful tool when examining features at the limit of Pancam's native resolution (0.28 mrad/pixel).
[106] Our implementation involves coregistration of a set of 15 to 20 images acquired in rapid succession at slightly different pointings for the same scene. Table 17 provides a summary of Pancam super resolution sequences acquired as of August 2005. Coregistration is performed using pyramid alignment software developed at NASA/Ames [Sargent et al., 2005] . Iterative deconvolution is then performed using a naïve spatial domain backpropagation algorithm [Irani and , 1991] . The component images are first forwardmapped into the high-resolution scratch space. A backpropagation algorithm is then repeatedly applied to this scratch space, iteratively improving the high-resolution image held in scratch space. This process is described by the equation
where S j is the scratch space after iteration j, s i is contributing image i, N is the number of contributing images, m is a forward mapping function relying on both coregistration and pixel PSF information, and M is the backward mapping inverse of m.
[107] The spatial weighting of the PSF used in the mapping functions M and m above is shown in Figure 26 . This function equally weights all data within the solid angle subtended by the pixel, then falls off to 1% of the contribution at a third of a pixel width past the edge of the pixel, with the shape of the falloff described by an exponential. It is then scaled to conserve energy incident on each point, such that the sum of the overlaid PSFs of all pixels is unity everywhere. Although empirically this PSF has been effective at providing rapid results useful for tactical rover operations planning and initial scientific analyses [e.g., Grotzinger et al., 2005] , it lacks a physical basis. It should eventually be possible to calculate a more accurate PSF using the Modulation Transfer Function data or other measurements collected during Pancam calibration [Bell et al., 2003] .
[108] The point of greatest effective resolution (the step after which more noise than useful information is added by the deconvolution algorithm, and the identification of which is one of the most difficult parts of the process to automate) is judged by eye. All super resolution sequences to date have used the shortpass blue filters (L7 and R1; 430 nm) because the shorter wavelength filters yield a narrower Pancam PSF [Bell et al., 2003] , and because atmospheric dust scatters less at the shorter wavelengths, yielding less noise in the deconvolution process for blue filter images of distant targets than in red filter images.
Future Refinements
[109] We have good confidence in the accuracy and precision of the Pancam in-flight calibration procedures described here, but it is a universal truth that calibration could always be better. Several areas of potential improve- Both targets' chromaticity values generally trend toward typical bright soil/dust averages (x, y % 0.44,0.39), but significant perturbations associated with ''dust cleaning'' events ( Figure 19 ) can be seen in the data. The x axes of these plots are offset by 20.5 sols so that data points that are vertically aligned between the two rovers were acquired on the same Martian day. ment have already been noted above. For example, additional dark current images obtained on Mars could provide better temperature sampling for refinements of the dark current model and better characterization of the behavior of outlier pixels; more sky flat images acquired on Mars could provide a better assessment of the low-frequency component of the CCD flatfield pattern; further laboratory photometric investigations and analyses of the calibration target materials could help to refine models of the targets' scattering properties (especially close to specular geometries) and the variation in these properties as a function of target dustiness; additional constraints from preflight geometric calibration data could be used to refine the Pancam PSF and potentially enhance the effective resolution of super-resolution sequences.
[110] Despite the room for potential improvement in a number of aspects of the Pancam calibration pipeline, the present implementation of the calibration described here has Figure 25 . Super resolution example. This is an image of several small dune forms immediately below the Tsumeb feature on the north side of Endurance Crater acquired on Opportunity sol 168 using Pancam sequence P2596. (a) The image is formed by a single contributing image linearly interpolated to 8 times its native resolution. (b) The image is formed by the simple coregistration and summing of 17 contributing images. The image is extrapolated to 8 times native resolution by means of the super resolution algorithm described here applied to 17 contributing images. Note the many secondary ripple forms which are visible only in the super resolution image. Figure 26 . The pixel Point Spread Function (PSF) used in superres analysis. The PSF is shown in the spatial domain in the plane of the CCD. The grid markings delineate the boundaries of the underlying pixels. This function is a first approximation of the camera PSF only, and lacks both physical significance and an empirical basis.
proven to be more than adequate for assisting with sol-to-sol tactical rover measurement and driving decisions as well as enabling many kinds of detailed quantitative spectroscopic and photometric studies using Pancam images. [JPL, 2005] , each MER Raw Experiment Data Record (EDR) is uniquely identified by incorporating into the product filename a rover mission identifier, an instrument identifier, the starting Spacecraft CloCK count (SCLK) of the camera event, the data product type, the rover site location, the rover position within the site, the sequence number, the camera eye, the spectral filter, a product creator identifier and a version number.
[144] These identifiers are strung together into the following MER Camera filename convention: [145] This is the number of seconds since January 1, 2000 at 11:58:55.816 UTC. prod = (3 alpha characters) Product Type identifier of input data.
[146] Product types are differentiated as having camerainduced distortion removed (geometrically ''linearized'') or not removed (nominal), and, as being Thumbnail-sized or not.
[147] Four special flag characters exist:
[148] a) Beginning E -Type of EDR, which are raw with no camera model linearization or radiometric correction. If no beginning E, then it is a Reduced Data Record (RDR).
[149] b) Ending T -EDR or RDR that is Thumbnail -sized.
[150] c) Ending L -If no beginning E, denotes an RDR that is Linearized, except for Thumbnail sized RDRs.
[151] d) Ending N -If no beginning E, denotes an RDR that is ThumbNail-sized and LiNearized.
[ site = (2 alphanumeric) Site location count (indicates rover's location). Use of both ntegers and alphas allows for a total range of 0 thru 1295. A value greater than 1295 is denoted by ''##'' (2 pound signs), requiring the user to extract actual value from label. C2. Important Notes About Pancam ''Science'' Versus ''Operations' ' EDRs [166] There are three flavors of raw Pancam images that are being released to the PDS archive, and it is important for scientists planning to do quantitative work with the Pancam images to understand the differences. Specifically, there are raw 8-bit ''Operations'' EDRs (sometimes called ''OPGS EDRs''), raw 12-bit ''Operations'' EDRs, and raw 12-bit ''Science'' EDRs (sometimes called ''SOAS EDRs''). Anyone interested in doing quantitative work with the raw Pancam images should use the Science EDRs. This is because the MER team almost always used 12 to 8 bit Lookup Table ( LUT) scaling on the Pancam images to avoid encoding noise in the downlinked data, and the 8-bit Operations EDRs have not had an Inverse Lookup Table  ( ILUT) scaling applied to return the data back to 12 bits. Therefore the Data Number (DN) values in the 8-bit Operations EDRs represent an approximately square-root encoded representation of the radiance on sensor, rather than a linear representation of that radiance. Using those data instead of the Science EDRs for quantitative work will result in significant errors. The 12-bit Operations EDRs have not been validated by the Pancam team, and so their use for scientific analysis is not recommended.
[167] The Science EDRs can be identified by the occurrence of the character ''C'' in the filename's <who> field, which is the next-to-last character at the end of the filename, before the 3-letter extension (see section C1). The Operations EDRs have the character ''M'' in the <who> field in the filename. Users who intend to use the Pancam data for quantitative purposes should use the Science EDRs with a ''C'' in the <who> field in the filename.
[168] It is also important for researchers working with the Pancam data to know that the calibrated Pancam RAD and IOF files generated by the science team are stored as shortinteger format (2 bytes/pixel) PDS files, rather than floating point files. Conversion of the values stored in the data files to their correct floating point values requires the use of the RADIANCE_OFFSET and RADIANCE_SCALING_FAC-TOR keywords stored in the PDS header. Specifically, to retrieve the desired floating point values of the data, the following equation must be applied to the integer values stored in the archived files:
Properly functioning PDS file readers should automatically recognize the presence of the RADIANCE_OFFSET and RADIANCE_SCALING_FACTOR keywords in the file label and apply this floating point scaling to the data when opening the archived files.
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